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Dr. Sheila Bennett is a Professor of Education and a
member of the Canadian Research Centre on
Inclusive Education. She is also an active member
of the Inclusive Education Canada Network of Associates. Professor Bennett began her
teaching career in her native Newfoundland and Labrador after graduating from Memorial
University in St. John's. Prior to and upon completion of her graduate work at the University of
Toronto, Dr. Bennett held several classroom and school board positions prior to joining the
Faculty of Education at Brock University in St. Catharines, Ontario.
Her areas of research and practice include: special education policy, disabilities, local and
international teacher education, parent participation in education and most importantly inclusion
for students with diverse needs. Lead author of Special Education in Ontario Schools, Dr.
Bennett continues to publish and lecture on rights based inclusive practices in education.
Interests: Rights based education, Parent engagement, Transition from school to workplace,
teacher education, Transition from school to workplace, teacher education
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Key Issues in this Chat Session:
1. Lifelong Value of Inclusion: In Newfoundland and Labrador, Sheila attended an inclusive
school growing up and then worked as a teacher in an inclusive board. When continuing her
education career in Ontario, Sheila worked in a self-contained behaviour classroom. This
segregated learning, starkly different than her previous experiences, reaffirmed her value of
inclusion and informed her professional goals and attention.
2. The Tipping Point: While recently teaching a class of students nearing the end of their
teaching degrees, Sheila was very impressed by the students’ attitudes towards inclusion as
a human right. Their passion inspired her, and she suggests that with more new teachers
entering the workforce with these opinions, we could reach a tipping point in the movement
towards inclusion.
3. Social Capital: Sheila stressed the importance of social capital for everyone and shares an
example from her family. The critical need for students who experience “barriers to learning”
to acquire social capital is discussed. Sheila observed that teachers have incredible power
and influence in either growing or reducing a student’s social capital and it’s important to
have specific strategies for building social capital within the classroom.
4. Cognitive Dissonance Experienced by Teachers: Cognitive dissonance occurs for many
teachers who complete their training with a mind-set or intention to be inclusive. Since many
schools and boards in Ontario continue to operate classes that are not inclusive, in the early
stages of their careers, these teachers struggle to maintain their inclusive intentions that
clash with their day-to-day experience in their school.
5. Legislation and Policy are Key: Shelia asserts that a key factor in implementing inclusive
education across Ontario is to have it clearly stated in the policy and legislation. She
suggests that because the current legislation is vague, it’s open to interpretation and
therefore school boards can implement different models for educating students with barriers
to learning. The consequence is a continuation of segregated classes and programs.
6. Inclusive Mindset: Sheila believes that the most important factor in creating successful
inclusive schools is mindset. A fundamental belief that all students belong goes a long way.
7. Intolerance towards Difference: Sheila explained that segregated classrooms are a
disservice to all students, not just those who are excluded. Inclusive classrooms provide
students with the opportunity to meet others with diverse abilities, knowledge, skills and
backgrounds. By engaging with individuals different than themselves they gain an
understanding that it is possible for all people to belong in our society. In the absence of this
experience, students may well develop an intolerance to difference.

Potential Discussion Questions (before viewing):
1. What is your current understanding of social capital and why is it important?
2. In what ways do school, and experiences within schools, model ‘adulthood’ and society
at large?
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Potential Discussion Questions (after viewing):
1. After starting her career in Newfoundland, Dr. Bennet said she was “shocked” and “astounded” by the
degree of segregation she found in schools she moved to in Ontario. What practices contributed to
this reaction?
2. Has your understanding of social capital and its importance changed after viewing this chat session?
In what ways is the development of social capital particularly important for students with barriers to
learning?
3. Dr. Bennett suggests that we hold segregated education to the same scrutiny as inclusion often is.
How can we do this? What are the potential benefits to questioning the status quo?
4. Do you think it is feasible to motivate school leaders to question segregated education systems the
way inclusive systems are questioned?
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